
Proposed FIP was issued concurrently with Proposed Disapprovals of state plans.

A has customarily given states two years after final disapproval (by CAA statutory

), although it is within the agency's authority to act sooner.

data EPA relies upon for both tho proposed disapproval and FIP was not
to states when they were crafting their plans or in enough time to perlorm

requisite analyses to make corrections to state plans, if necessary, based on the

data.

that EPA gives states more time to evaluate the new underlying data upon

EPA is primarily relying to support proposed Transport SIP disapprovals and

the states to develop any supplemer,rtal,demonstrations or revisions to address the

data before finalizing a federal plan,

is appropriate: $/ppb reduced at each downwind air quality monitor
at step 2 to the state where the source is located. This evaluation should

consideration of prevailing wind directions, distance between the source and

monitor, and photochemical reactions that may occur between the source of NOx
and the downwind monitor. Photochemical modeling with source-specific

would provide the most accurate data for characterization of cost per ozone

benefit.
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FIP considers reasonable cost-effectiveness for control installation at a

higher dollar-per-tonvalue than in any previous State or federal Clean Air Act
or rulemaking.

up to $20,900 with

to $15,300/ton, with

per ton for all

should reconsider the excessive cost-effectiveness for what is
o'reasonable." At the least, the cost-effectiveness should be

into line with previous Clean Air Act actions (in the range between

fornon-EGUs and $5,086 for EGUs in 2019 dollars).

should consider an additional metric for determining whether a cost-
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3. ISS

#3 Ask:
o Create

($/ton)

vendor

4. ISS

AS

a

a If

exemptions that can be

exceeds acceptable levels.
quotes and unit-specific

a makes broad assumptions in their cost-effectiveness calculations without
of individual facility operations, particularly in the case of batch

and known enforceable retirements
on retrofit technology are best done on a case-by-case basis because of

t-specific considerations influence both cost and control efficiency. This is one
states are better suited to determining for existing sources.

be

such as

the cost of control
through detailed

and vendor

a

a

guarantees

UE:

EPA's analysis does

FIP would apply are

for control efficiency

not

incl

unit, etc.

Us and non-EGUs to which the
a monitor
FIP 1 and Tier 2 groupings

th little supporting

controls EGUs, just as is the case with EGUs, must
the actual impact of specific

Aor areas and whether these impacts rise to

FIP or Transport SIP disapproval, EpA should
tagging in an updated modeling run to determine which

ties are "signifi cantly'' contributing to downwind

#4

non-

or

o

EPA should evaluate the pre and post-control impacts in
ofppb on downwind monitor linked to the state in which the source is

ted.

A declines to do source-specific tagging for every potentially subject source,
EPA should perform a Q/D-weighted trajectory analysis to screen for sources
should be subject to control and then tag those sources with the greatest potential

to each downwind NA monitor to determine significance. Any sources
don't meet the Q/D-weighted trajectory threshold should be exempt from control

2

the final FIP.

o



very least, EFA should do sector taggrng for each state to identify whether the

sectors in a state are "significantly' contributing to the downwind monitors

to the state.

's scaling methodology fails to account for distance, prevailing wind trajectories,

photochemical reactions. EPA's scaling methodology also fails to account for all

emission reductions that would be required based on EPA's applicability

which differs from the 100 tpy threshold used for sources included in its air

on our initial review of the AQAT data and permits from sources in the

NAICS code categories in Arkansas, it appears that EPA's list of sources and

of reductions assumed for
are grossly inaccurate,

the purposes of determining whether the FIP over

did not take into account state corrections to the 2A 1 6vZ platform before issuing

proposed disapprovals and FIP

that EPA perform new modeling that takes into account state corrections and

sources that would be subject to the FIP, not just the states as a whole. EPA

release a NODA when the modeling results are available to ailow states to

uate the impact of sources from within the state on linked downwind monitors

whether the control strategies proposed by EPA are appropriate based on the

inventory projections and source/sector contributions (based on source

) from within the state to downwind linked monitors.

analysis. Therefore, EPA',s assessment of what is required to reduce

impacts and bring areas back into attainment is not reliable.

that EPA perform a more robust anaiysis using tagging and source

to determine the actual level of impact particular sources and

activities have at monitors linked to the state and how that impact wouid

based on the evaluated control strategies'

only includes emissions reductions from sources emitting >100tpy NOx in its

quality analysis, EPA should make its applicability criteria for inclusion in the

if finalized, match rather than using surrogates (such AS 1b/MMBtu, a* lbi ton
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7. IS

a

a

a

a
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A's analysis of controls does not account for feasibility of installation at specific

makes no distinction of controls within a single NAICS code, despite varying
processes between facility types within that NAICS code

does not perform case-by-base determinations regarding retrofits of control
equipment (technical feasibility and economic considerations)

that EPA gives states more time to new underlying data upon
EPA is primarily relying to support SIP disapprovals and

the states to develop any or revisions to address the
data before finalizing a federal

exemptions that can be sources for cost of control
) exceeds acceptable levels. should be detailed

quotes and unit-specific and control

uest that EPA VENESS on individual emission
that have been to based on available information

AS retirement assumptions,

a

8. ISS
a EP

a

to their FIP with a SIP with different
that the SIP will achieve an

reductions as the proposed FIP

any that eliminates "significant contributions" to
areas and whose Prevention of Significant

interference with maintenance. At the very least, a
that its SIP control strategy would eliminate linkages to all

areas with a fully approved PSD program to prevent
with maintenance should be presumptively approvable.

of

that

that EPA
ected
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